Introduction
Recent interests in quantum groups are stimulated by their marvelous relations with quantum Yang-Baxter equations, conformal field theory, invariants of links and knots, and q-hypergeometric series. Besides understanding the reason of the appearance of quantum groups in both mathematics and theoretical physics there is a natural problem of finding q-deformations or quantum analogues of known structures.
Quantum groups were first defined by Drinfeld [2] and Jimbo [9] (also see [4] ) as a q-deformation of the universal enveloping algebras of the KacMoody algebras in the work of trigonometric solutions of Yang-Baxter equations. In the same spirit it was shown in [13] , [14] , that there exists a 1-1 correspondence between the integrable highest weight representations of symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras and those of the corresponding quantum groups, where both spaces have the same dimension in the case of generic q (i.e. q is not a root of unity). Moreover, one can be very explicit in the case of quantum gl(n) to write down the irreducible highest weight representations.
Quantum affine algebras are the quantum groups associated to affine Lie algebras. Following Drinfeld's realization [-3 ] of q-analog of loop algebras, the vertex representation of untwisted simply laced quantum affine algebras was constructed in Frenkel-Jing [6] , which is a q-deformation of Frenkel-Kac [7] and Segal [15] construction in the theory of affine Lie algebras. Subsequently, the same was done for the quantum affine algebra of type B in [1] .
In the present work we construct vertex representations of quantum affine algebras twisted by an automorphism of the Dynkin diagram, which generalizes certain important cases in the ordinary twisted vertex operator calculus [-5 , kikFl=kF 1 ki=l, [ki, k~] =O, (2.2) k i x~: k; 1 =q~d'A"X}t, 
ra] q'--q-")...(q'-"+'--q-"+"-') n q--
(q, _ q -,)... (q _ q -1) for ?l~m.
Let A=(AIj ) be a Cartan matrix of the affine type, then we call ~ a quantum affine algebra associated to A. To our purpose we are only concerned about simply laced quantum affine algebras, i.e. A is one of the following types: A~)(N> 1), D~)(N>4), Er t), E~71), E~a); A~)(N>2), D~)(N>3), Er and Dr43), where the upper indices refer to the orders of automorphisms of the Dynkin diagrams (we will come back to it later), and we will refer to them as type 1-3 respectively.
For type 1 Cartan matrix, (dl, d2 ..... du + 1) = (1, 1 .... ,1). For the other cases (dl, d2, ..., d~) are given by the following table in Fig. I .
o l c> For type 1 matrix A, the Serre relation (2.4) will be
for Aij=O (2.6) x~ x{ x +-(q+q-')x + x + x{ +xf x + x + =0 (2.7) x~ x~ xi ~ xf -(q2 + l +q-2) xi~ x + xf x~ +(q2+l+q-2) x~ xf x~ x{
where (2.7) is not present except for A~ ').
Remark. Let ki=q a'h' formally and q~l in (2.1-4), one obtains the defining relations of Chevalley generators for the Kac-Moody algebra associated to the Cartan matrix A. In the development of the theory of affine Lie algebras, the realization of loop algebras plays an important role. The q-deformation of loop algebras was constructed by Drinfeld [3] , and was written in terms of components. We will give a slightly modified form as follows.
Let F be the Dynkin diagram of the finite dimensional simple Lie algebra g of simply laced type (i.e. ADE types), and a an automorphism of the Dynkin diagram with order k> 1. Then k= 1, 2 or 3, and the order 3 only appears in the case of D4. The twisted affine algebra ~ is given by n~Z where g= @ g, under the diagonal action of a.
neZ/kZ
For the q-analogue of twisted loop algebras, it is better to represent ~, as L(t, t-1) | g and then impose the periodic relations under a.
Let A and 2i be the root system of F and/~ = F w {0}, the extended Dynkin diagram associated to ~. Then A has a basis consisting of simple roots ~1,c~2 ..... ~t, and L] contains {~i}l=<i__<l with an additional imaginary root c% =c-~ .... where C~m,~ is the maximal root of .q. There exists a symmetric form (,) on g such that (2.8) For c~, fleA, we set 
G~tj(u,v)= I-I (uq <~''~'p>-c~ r~Z/kZ 2~i
and ~o is the primitive k-th root e -r-.
We remark that f,a(~-l)=f~a(~)-l, which is not true for g,o(z), since the latter is only a formal series. We also denote g,,,j(z) simply by go(z), and which is crucial in the formal variable approach to vertex operator algebras considered in [8] . 
The relations are (2.19 The explicit isomorphism of this realization to definition (2.1-2.4) was given in [3] , and is not needed in the sequel.
For the case of the identity automorphism, i.e. e = 1, (2.28-2.29) is reduced to the following relations:
for Aij=--l.
In the case of A~I 1), (2.30-2.31) are replaced by the following relation
Construction of twisted q-vertex operators
Assume from now on that q is generic, i.e. not a root of unit, and we choose t with q = e t/2. We shall employ the q-analogue of an integer n by qn q--n .
[n]~ t '
Thus the q-binomial coefficients defined in (2.4) can be expressed as
We remark that in the standard combinatoric literature the q-integer n is q._q-, -which is essentially the same as ours if one observes defined as [n]q q_ q-a , that t ,-~ q-q-1.
By a representation of q/q(9(A)) or a q/q(g(A))-module we mean a left q/~(g(A))-module considering of q/q(g(A)) as an algebra. Our paper concerns the basic representation of twisted quantum algebras, which is an important non-trivial example of highest weight representations of q/q(~,) (cf. [13-] ).
The starting point of vertex operator representations of quantum affine algebras is the q-deformation of Heisenberg algebras. It is generated by q~,,, ~k~., and 7e~(m~-N, n~N), and was obtained by Drinfeld. To see this clearer, we define elements ~i., i = 1 ..... l, n~7l\{0}, from the relations
and define 7io by qSw=e t~-or ~bio=e .
These ~i. can be thought as the q-analogue of the affinization of the root cq~A. In fact we have Proof The elements c~i, are determined inductively in terms of qSi,., ~O~, from the relations (3.1-2). The relations (3.4-5) are immediate by definition. As for (3.6) we substitute (3.1-2) into (2.23). Then formally taking its logarithm and using the identity e a e z= e n e a e [A' B], we obtain the required relations. Another way to see it is that we can show the relations between ~b~(z) and ~O~(w) in terms of (3.6). In fact we have q~,(z) Cj(w)
Using the formal identity
which is (2.23).
Remark. Note that (3.6) can also be written as
By an analogous argument of (3.3) one can show the following Let o//q(6~) (q/q(b~-)) be the subalgebras of q/q(6.) generated by ei., 7 •
neN(cq.,ne-N).
Then it is clear that q/q(b+) and q/q(6~-) are commutative subalgebras. Moreover, we have
%(6.) =%(6~ +) % (b2).
This suggests that ~q(6~) has a canonical representation constructed as follows. Let S(b~) be the symmetric algebra generated by cq,, ne-N, then as associative algebras (3.9) S(b~) ~_ qlq(b~).
We define q/q(~r on S(t)~-) by the following rules.
(3.10) ?.l=q, ~-l.l=q-X cq. = multiplication operator, n e -N oh, = annihilation operator subject to (3.7), n~N.
It is easy to see that this defines an irreducible representation of q/q(g~) on S(b~-). We shall use ~i(n) to specify the corresponding operator of ~i, on S(D~-). Thus the corresponding operators cbi(m) and ~/(n) for ~b~,,, Oi, are defined by
where the action of el(0) is defined below (cf. (3.24) ). Another way to define the representation q/q(~) is that it is actually the induced representation
where tEls is the one-dimensional representation of ~ such that 7 and 7-1 act as multiplications by q and q-~ respectively, and all the other generators act trivially. Now we can set out to define twisted vertex operators. Let Q be the root lattice of the simple Lie algebra g (ADE type), and set COo= (-1) k co. Following We define z't~ as an operator on U via Remark 2. If tr = 1, the above construction of X{ (z) is the untwisted vertex representation of q/q(,~) announced in [6] and proved in [10] . If we specialize q= 1, the above construction is an important case studied first by Frenkel [5] for k=2 and then by Lepowsky [11] (cf. [12] ) for general k. In fact, let Y = q~ in (3.6) and taking limit q ~ 1 we have which is exactly the same of (3.32). In other words, our construction is specialized to that of [11] .
We now state the main result of our paper. 
where Yi• are defined by Yi• ~ Yi+(n)z-"=e(~i) X+(z), and ~(~i) is a constant (cf. (4.18-19) ).
,~z
The proof of the theorem
We are going to prove Theorem (3.36) by the so-called formal series calculus in the theory of the ordinary vertex operator algebras, which is developed in several papers and culminated in the monograph I-8].
The counterpart approach in the quantum case enjoys the same setting, thus we shall only emphasize those phenomena which are characteristic in the case of quantum affine algebras. We remark that a parallel method contour integrals can be written down word for word according to what follows (cf.
Appendix in I-8]).
The idea of the proof is that starting from the relations of twisted Heisenberg algebras we shall show that the operators X~(z), ~i(z), and ~(z) satisfy all the relations of Drinfeld's realization with ? = q. More explicitly, we want to show that X~(z), ~i(z) and ~(z) satisfy relations (2.19-2.29) in terms of (3.6) and our constructions of vertex operators. We are going to prove it relation by relation, and divide the proof into several steps.
Recalling the proof of (3.3) we already prove the relations (2.23). As for the relation (2.20-22), they are proved either by definition or by relations (3.6).
Relations (2.24)-(2.25) are the following (4.1) Lemma.
For i,j~F, we have ~i (z) X + (w) ~i (z)-X = gij q ~; 89 X + (w), ~(z) Xf (w) ~(z)-I = glj qT 89 Xf (w).
Proof. From 
~(z) E~_(o:j,w)=Ei_(a,w)~(z)q-"" glj(w q )
Hence the lemma is proved once we observe the following identity about the middle term of X + (z):
which is an immediate consequence of (3.25), since e ta'(~ = q~,(o).
To prove the remaining relations we need to introduce a useful notionnormal ordering, which plays an important role in the theory of ordinary vertex operator calculus. The effect of normal ordering is to move annihilation operators to the right of multiplication operators. In our case the operators ~(n) are annihilation operators for neTZ+ and multiplication operators otherwise.
Thus we have (4.2) : cq(n)c~y(-n):=..ccj(-n)~i(n)..=~(-n)o~i(n),

n>0 (4.3) : ~i(0) a/=, a t ~i(0),= 89 a t + a t ~i(0))
and all the others are trivial normal ordering, i.e. the same as the usual products. We can extend the notion to the vertex operators. For example we define 
reTs
We also need the following standard notations. 
X + where the two factors are called contraction factors, denoted as I i (z) X] I(w) and iX + (z) X f l (w) respectively in the sequel 9 Proof
The vertex operator is a product of two exponential operators and a middle term operator. So we consider E~ (al, z) E-(--a/, w) 
=E~-(--o~j,w) E~+(o~i,z)
where 1, = l,(cq, ~j). Then we can prove the relation (2.26) as follows. Proof. 
[x t (z), x; (w)] =, x t (z) x/(w): ix ? (z) x;, (w) -x; (w) x ?, (z) c( -~j, ~,))
=0
Observe that X~i)(z)=X+(~z), then if I2(~i,7j)#0, we are essentially led to the following four cases.
Case i)
. o "2 = 1, ~i=~j and (~, a(~j)) =0. In this case one has
X~-(z)Xf (w)~:X+(z)Xf (w): (w~)(l-q-~ W~)-~ (1-q~)-~ C(~, -~j) = 1.
Then by the partial fractions we obtain that 
=:X+(z)XT(w): @(~q-a)--6(~q))/(q--q-1).
Hence the required relation is proved in the case, provided one has the following important identities: 
X+(z)X]-(w)::X+(z, Xf(w): (~)l(l+~)(l-q-'W)-l(l-qW) '
C(~i, -~j) = 1.
As in the Case i) we have
Ix? (z), x; (w)]
::X+(z)XT(w): (zw)-89
Case iii). cr k = i, tr(~i) = ct i. Then 
( q2 --k(qk--q-k)'~kZ 1--co'q7
Then we arrive at l _og,.q_ 1 w " 
X+ (z)X~-(w): (b(@CO-r~176 ( q+l +q-[ l ) (( z q-89176176176 \
where we have used Xf (z)= X~r
From the above discussion it is clear how to normalize the vertex operators such that they will satisfy the relation (2.27). In fact, we define e: F ~ I1~ via Although the proof is a little bit lengthy, the idea is very simple that almost all the cases of twisted cubic Serre relations can be derived from that of untwisted case. Moreover, the proof will explain why one needs to present the cubic Serre relations in five subcases (see (2.28-20) ). Now we start to show the relation (2.28) for k = 1, i.e. can verify that the remaining rational functions sum up to zero. Thus one might want to conclude that the relation is proved. Unfortunately, this is not correct due to the fact that all the contraction factors are formal power series and one can not manipulate them simply as rational functions.
Collecting the factors we then have
where actually each term is zero. Hence we finish the proof of the untwisted cubic Serre relation. By the properties of the automorphism ~ of the Dynkin diagram we consider the twisted cubic Serre relations in the following five cases. 
The cubic Serre relation in the case is which tells us that the cubic Serre relation in this case is true and the proof is just a mimic of that of the untwisted one provided that we change z~, z2, k k W k qk w and q by z~, z2, and respectively.
Case iii). Ai~= -1, a(i) 4=j and <~i, a~i> =0, a(j) 4=j, a(i)#j.
It is clear that this can only happen when k = 2. So the cubic Serre relation is Thus this is exactly the same as the untwisted case, and the relation is proved.
Case iv). Aij= -1, a(i)#j and <e/, a(cq)) = -1.
We remark that this case exists only for type A2t(k=2). The cubic Serre relation is 4.21-22) ). Hence the cubic Serre relation is proved in this case.
Plugging (4.48) into the left hand side of (4.44), we see that only the action of the permutations 1, (23) and (132) will produce the terms containing the series (zl + q-i z2)-1. In other words, we can write (4.44) in the following way. (1 -(23)+ (132)). ((z 1 --z3)(z I --q-2z2)(z2--q-2z3) a Z Z 2 9 (q-lZ 1 --(1 +q) z2+q2z3))} =0.
We can verify that Hence we finished the proof of the theorem.
